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A comprehensive menu of Spring Espresso from Potts Point covering all 20 dishes and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Theresia Gaylord likes about Spring Espresso:
What a pleasant surprise! Hot and tired on a Friday night, our group of 3 were hungry and ready to give up when

we found La Buvette. Lovely cocktails (bellinis and a gin garden)and great service meant that when our food
arrived we were excited. Our daily special of crab and prawn broth was beautifully balanced, while the steak

cooked to perfection. Somehow we managed to squeeze in the ice cream sandwich between us.... read more.
The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in beautiful weather, And into the

accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Roberto Crooks doesn't like
about Spring Espresso:

Chicken very dry, salad not fresh, the whole Caesar salad tasted Fad. My mom ordered lamb canal, but also
Fad, she had sauce on the side, but the sauce is tasteless. Took almost 30 minutes to eat read more. At Spring

Espresso in Potts Point, fine Australian cuisines are freshly prepared for you with a lot of attention and the
typical products like bush tomatoes and caviar limes, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake, simple

snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks here. If you want to have breakfast, a versatile brunch awaits
you, For a snack, you can also have the tasty sandwiches, small salads and other snacks.
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